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Sorry Than Safe?ConclusionAcknowledgementsI am most grateful to my wonderful partner for
her continued patience with my aggravations during the corona crisis. My parents and sister in
Germany also continue to listen patiently and share their own discoveries and observations in
these difficult times.Thank you to the many people I got to know or (re)discover on- and offline. It
is good to know that there are a few independently thinking human beings left on the planet.This
book and most of the underlying blog posts were written as part of my research and community
outreach as a professor of geography at Ryerson University in Toronto, Ontario, Canada.Like the
first volume of the Coronoia series, I dedicate this book to my daughter and to my niece, and to
all children, youth, and young adults who have suffered the most and will continue to be
impacted by the fatuous public health measures of 2020/2021.PrefaceWhen publishing “The
Coronoia Blogbook” in November 2020, I did not expect that there would be a need for a second
volume, but the corona crisis almost immediately got worse, with new lockdowns and “circuit
breakers” to tackle rising case counts. Not much had been learned from round 1 in March/April
2020, when the new respiratory disease cycle hit the northern hemisphere in late fall. So I
continued to blog at and also wrote an op-ed for the Toronto Sun in December (see Chapter 4
and 5 of this book), saw a peer-reviewed article through revisions to publication (“Mapping
COVID-19 in Context: Promoting a Proportionate Perspective on the Pandemic”[1]), presented
on the same topic at the Canadian Cartographic Association’s conference in May 2021, and
wrote another commentary, with a group of critical academics, in June (see Chapter 9).“The
Coronoia Reloaded” includes 13 blog posts originally published between November 2020 and
July 2021. Although the individual chapters were lightly edited vis-à-vis the underlying blog
posts, they still reflect my knowledge and thinking at the time of blogging. The texts were
rearranged into three thematic groups, with the date of original publication included under each
chapter title.The first group of chapters within PART I: VIRUS WILL BE VIRUS, deals with issues
around the PCR test for SARS-CoV-2, compares today’s situation with the 2009 swine flu
“pandemic”, and examines the COVID-19 vaccine trial results. My underlying belief here is that
humankind has lost touch with its biological grounding that includes coexistence with respiratory
viruses. In PART II: THE COVID-19 CULT, we explore the role of fear in generating and
reinforcing the prevailing paranoia. That fear combined with the ridiculing and silencing of
opposing views and alternative solutions reveals much of the pandemic response as a cult.



PART III: TEAM REALITY IS CALLING includes examples of quantitative and qualitative
analyses that suggest a reversal of virtually everything that “we” have done so far to address the
emergence of SARS-CoV-2.In the conclusion of this collection, I again offer a few thoughts
about the near-term future. I expect our prospects to be bleak at best, since I do not foresee an
epiphany among decision-makers nor the herd any time soon.PART IVIRUS WILL BE VIRUS1.
The Little Pandemic That CouldThe PCR test is coming under fire for missing its target:
detecting COVID-19 infectiousnessOriginally published on 28 November 2020The late Dr. Kary
Mullis, a biochemist who won the Nobel Prize for the invention of the polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) process that is used in COVID-19 testing since January 2020, said that "with PCR ... you
can find almost anything in anybody" in a video[2] (around minute 49:00) from a 1997 meeting
on "Corporate Greed & AIDS" in Santa Monica, California. He responded to an audience
question about the possible misuse of the PCR test in medical diagnoses, stating that the
technique cannot be "misused" in a narrow sense, but that the test results are prone to
misinterpretation if doctors "claim that it is meaningful" when a virus is discovered based on a
minimal amount of genetic material present in a patient. "It doesn't tell you that you're sick", as
Mullis says in an extract[3] of the video created by Bright Light News[4]. In this context, he also
referred to the "Buddhist notion that everything is contained in everything else." While the
statements were made in conjunction with HIV/AIDS, where Mullis held highly contested views,
they increasingly prove true in the ongoing SARS-CoV-2 testing fiasco.Fig. 1.1: Dr. Kary Mullis,
inventor of the PCR technique, speaks at an event in 1997. Source: screen capture from the
video atWhile researching this post, I came across an interesting Reuters "fact check" of social
media posts claiming that the COVID-19 PCR test is a fraud[5]. The fact checkers actually
revised their initial finding that a quote that the PCR test "can’t be used in virus detection" was
falsely attributed to the PCR inventor Dr. Mullis to a more nuanced assessment that the
statement "may have been a fair reflection of Mullis’s views, even if not a direct quote." These so-
called fact checkers that are employed by news organizations and social media corporations
use questionable tactics discussed by other analysts. Their verdicts inevitably lead to
suppression and removal of dissenting opinions in public debate, most recently seen for
example in the cancellation of microbiologist Prof. Sucharit Bhakdi's Youtube account. Two
months earlier, psychologist Dr. Rafael Bonelli had posted a critique of journalists aptly titled
"When Intellectual Dwarfs Assess a Giant Like Sucharit Bhakdi"...Fig. 1.2: PCR technique for
amplification of genetic sequence, resulting in 2^n copies after n cycles. Source: (CC BY-SA
4.0)One of the most-cited deviations from the mainstream narrative in a traditional newspaper
was the New York Times's August 29 article "Your Coronavirus Test Is Positive. Maybe It
Shouldn’t Be."[6] The article outlines the PCR technique as an amplification of genetic material
with the all-important cycle threshold (Ct), which determines how often the material will be
duplicated. The Times examined a dataset from multiple states and found that "up to 90 percent
of people testing positive carried barely any virus", meaning that they are likely not infectious.
The author noted that among 45,000 new "cases" at that time, possibly only 4,500 should be



required to self-isolate and be subject to contact tracing. A September 29 article in Science
magazine, "One number could help reveal how infectious a COVID-19 patient is. Should test
results include it?"[7], refers to a recently pre-published French study, which "found that 70% of
samples with Ct values of 25 or below could be cultured, compared with less than 3% of the
cases with Ct values above 35." In other words, a positive test result after 25 or fewer cycles
likely indicates an infectious carrier of SARS-CoV-2, while positive tests above 35 most likely
should not be considered "cases".Across Canada, the provinces recommend different cycle
thresholds, but nearly all of them are at or above 35, making a joke of your PCR test results. The
Ct values used in the map below were collected by Marie Oakes, senior editor of the
independent news outlet Westphalian Times, for her September 25 article "International experts
suggest that up to 90% COVID cases could be false positives"[8].Fig. 1.3: Ct values used
Canada’s provincial PCR test. Data source:Cartographers do not normally include symbols in
the legend that do not appear on the map, yet to illustrate the recommended Ct values of up to
25 according to the French study or up to 30 according to the Westphalian Times article, I
included green and yellow "aspirational" classes. The orange representing the least harmful
over-testing in Canada applies to Newfoundland & Labrador (33), Nova Scotia (33-35), and
Alberta (35). The worst offenders are the large provinces of Ontario (38-45) and Quebec (45).
Ontario today reported 1,855 new "cases" - coincidentally found among a record number of
58,000 tests. If we apply the French study proportions for tests turning out positive after more
than 35 cycles, then only 56 Ontarians (3% of 1,855 positive tests) should be considered newly
"infected" in a meaningful way (including that they may be infectious), and take the
corresponding precautions. The other 1,799 test-positives along with the 56,145 test-negatives
and the rest of Ontario's 14,500,000 residents should be given a break and return to their
healthy, social lives and economic activities.To help us get back to some kind of normality,
lawyers around the globe are collaborating in the preparation of major law suits focused on the
role of the PCR test in misjudging the pandemic. A couple of weeks ago, a Portuguese appeals
court upheld a lower court's ruling that declared a quarantine order unlawful[9]. Importantly, the
appeals court stated that a positive PCR test is not a reliable indication of a person's
infectiousness. And this week in Germany, lawyer Dr. Reiner Fuellmich submitted an injunction
and claim for damages[10] on behalf of lockdown critic Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg against the self-
declared anti-fake news blog "Volksverpetzer" (literally "people's snitch"). This court action also
revolves in part around the validity of the PCR test for diagnostic purposes and could serve as a
stepping stone to a larger class action lawsuit in North America.Fig. 1.4: Comparison of delay
between symptom onset and test to probability of successful cultivation of virus (probability
positive) and SARS-CoV-2 PCR test (E gene) cycle threshold (Ct) value. Source: Bullard et al.
(2020), , figure caption adapted from original.Things are developing fast these days. Within 24
hours of posting the above text, I became aware that a higher administrative court in Germany
has also confirmed that a positive PCR test does not mean that an individual is infectious[11].
The court refers to a summary by the German Society for Neurology[12] of a Canadian study



titled "Predicting Infectious Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 From Diagnostic
Samples"[13] published as early as 22 May 2020 in the journal Clinical Infectious Diseases.
Most interestingly, the researchers from the University of Manitoba and the National
Microbiology Laboratory of the Public Health Agency of Canada found that positive test results
with a Ct value above 24 could not be cultivated, thus setting an even stricter validity threshold
for the PCR test than what I had found and used in the first part of this post. The authors also
examine the impact of the delay between symptom onset and test on the patients'
infectiousness, as illustrated in the above figure.2. It's 2009 All Over Again ...A new "killer
virus", global panic, squandered public monies, and a rushed vaccine—déjà vu from the swine
flu pandemicOriginally published on 5 December 2020The Council of Europe blasts the World
Health Organization and national governments around the globe for the handling of the
pandemic. Their report cites "overwhelming evidence that the seriousness of the pandemic was
vastly over-rated by WHO, which led to a distortion of public health priorities." The British Labour
politician and author of the report, Paul Flynn, is cited with the comment: "This was a pandemic
that never really was." The pandemic in question is the 2009 swine flu pandemic and the quote
is from a 2010 article in the British Medical Journal[14]. The concerns at the time focused on
undue influence by big pharma companies on the WHO, which led to poor decision-making and
excessive spending by many countries on unnecessary anti-viral drugs and vaccines. By early
2010, Mr. Flynn apparently filed a motion in the UK Parliament to deplete left over Tamiflu pill
stockpiles by using them as winter road salt[15].Fig. 2.1: Cover page of Council of Europe report
on the handling of the 2009 swine flu pandemic. Source:The BMJ, one of the oldest and most
highly regarded medical journals, together with the Bureau of Investigative Journalism in
London, UK, published another article in mid-2010 about "WHO and the pandemic flu
'conspiracies'"[16]. The 6-page article notes that the WHO labelled allegations of hiding the
influence of pharma advisors on its policies, which benefited the same pharmaceutical industry,
as "conspiracies". Whether or not these advisors were biased seems irrelevant to me; the
appearance alone of a possible bias is clear. Research ethics require the disclosure of any "real,
perceived or potential conflict of interest" of e.g. evaluation committee members, here cited from
the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada's "Conflict of Interest and
Confidentiality"[17] policy. We should expect the same transparency from advisors to public
health agencies that make life-changing decisions for millions of people.
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